
                                                        

 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                       Coaching Points 
1

st
 Activity (warm-up)       

 
 Touch on ball 
 Head up—Vision 
 Change of  pace 

All players in grid with Dynamic warmup  

including stretching, footskills,  

2
nd

 Activity      
 Vision/Awareness by 1

st
 attacker 

 Preparation of first touch-away from pressure, keep 

ball moving 
 Change of speed 
 Communication/Demand ball 
 Off  ball movement/support runs 

All players in 20 x 20 Grid in 3 diff colors 

with ball per 3 or 4 players. Red passes to  

White passes to Blue. ½ with balls,  

½ without. Players passing and moving,  

start with unltd touch then 2 touch then 1. 

Add condition that players must run and 

Touch cone on outside of grid after pass. 

Now ignore colors, ½ players with balls,  

passing and moving. Unltd touches, then 2  

touch then 1. Can progress to wall passes, 

takeovers.  More advanced is reducing # of  

balls and player 1 passes to player 2 who then  

must 1-touch to another..then it resets. 

3
rd

 Activity       
 Communication 
 Timing/pace of 2

nd
/3

rd
 attacker support runs esp  

in support of ball being played to target to allow 1 

touch 

 Depth & Width in attack to maintain possession 
 Transition—speed will foster possession 

20 x 30 Grid      vs.  X.  Teams  

play end to end..score a goal by pass 

ing to target on endline. Can progress to 

goal being scored by passing to       X 

target who has to 1 touch back to 

another  member of team and then 

keep possession and play other way. 

Can also add targets on outside and  

Require ball to go wide before forward 

 

                                                                                 

5
th

 Activity (the game)        
 Anticipation by support players 
 Once teammate receives ball is “too late”  
 Awareness of  space/pressure prior to receiving ball 

 

6 v 6 with Keepers 

Coaching  in game…a few  

Stoppage points.  Review,  

Rehearse, Replay..  

  

Activity 

Soccer Practice Plan 
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Age Group:           Theme: Possessing as Unit/Off Ball Movement/Vision 
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